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CEMI’s Vision of the Future of the global Mining Industry in 2030 and beyond.      
Safer, more productive, and sustainable mines driving the Green Transition and impacting Climate Change. 

The Mining Industry is critical to success in the struggle to arrest Climate Change and driving the Green Transition 
from fossil-fuels to low-carbon electricity is essential and urgent. Electric cars use 4 over times more copper than 
gas vehicles and copper already has a huge supply-gap in 10 years, as do other critical metals. The mining industry 
that supplies the metals and minerals that transmit, and store electricity must be transformed - rapidly. Supply 
shortages raise prices, and expensive metals cannot displace cheap carbon. This risks stalling the Green Transition. 

MININGREEN2030 is a 2-stage transformation. First - reduce operating cost significantly to lower cut-off grades, 
prolong mine-life and increase short-term ore production. Second - discover new deposits and start producing ore 
sooner by using new tailings disposal methods that allay public concerns and accelerate social license to operate. 
Any increase in tailings disposal cost is compensated by lower ore production cost and earlier revenue generation.   

Scientists say a significant impact on CO2 levels in the atmosphere within 10 years is critical to ensure cumulative 
reductions can begin to arrest Climate Change. We need many more new, large, base-metal mines coming into 
production, but today this takes 20 years. This means any ore discovered tomorrow can play no role in accelerating 
the Green Transition before 2030 and addressing Climate Change will depend on the ore produced by existing 
mines – but mines with much higher productivity, producing much more metal, and at lower cost.  

Reduce Operating Cost. Power and labour are the largest operating costs, and more productive mines must 
implement low-energy, autonomous ore production systems. With declining grades, mines to must move more ore 
more quickly and more cheaply since coarse ore has the lowest value-density in the system. Compared to batch 
systems, continuous transport moves ore 2 times longer (no return), 5 times faster, with 5 times less energy. The 
ore transfer rate depends on the direct power to the loader and conveyors and the narrow design always allows 
vehicle access. The modular conveyor units are immobile when operating and use battery power for relocation. 
   

Simple, robust, modular units reduce both operating and maintenance labour cost, and less horsepower reduces 
regulated ventilation demand. Linear conveying enables simple, in-line crushing, waste sorting and waste 
diversion, increasing the value-density of hoisted product. Capturing high-grade ore dust and fines at source 
increases value sent to surface, pipeline transport using decompressed nitrogen prevents oxidation. Rotary drills 
will use full-face bits, cooled and flushed by decompressed liquid O2-N2 mixtures with value captured at source.   

Ore production and local access development will use emulsion explosives while some long-distance access drifts 
may use mechanical excavation. Using digital geospatial data, the activities of production and access excavating 
equipment become simple and repetitive tasks that can be made fully autonomous. Paste backfill halves the stope 
cycle time. Deep, hot mines cannot afford to use only ambient air flow to provide ventilation and cooling, and local 
chilling from decompressing liquid air will be delivered to specialized areas for staff activities. Battery-electric 
utility vehicles will be cooled and recharged by decompressed liquid O2-N2 turbines. All-electric production units 
will carry self-contained air-water supplies and the only service line will be power. Communications will be 
wireless, using multiple data-drone stations and satellite drones on all equipment. The continuous equipment 
interactions that lean the production process will rely on machine-to-machine (M2M) communications. Data-
drones will relay system performance data and report abnormal conditions that require human intelligence and or 
physical dexterity to address. Personnel vehicles will also be autonomous, using M2M to interact with production 
units en route. Staff will wear comprehensive PPE (CPPE). independently ventilated cool-suits to protect against all 
hazards - physical, noise, heat and humidity and will only exit vehicles when CPPE is active and nearby production 
units have gone on standby. Mines that operate autonomous production systems, using telecom-data drones and 
targeted cooling will require many fewer human roles and can reduce mine operating cost by about 70%.          

Safer, more productive, more profitable mining operations that can accelerate the Green Transition. 
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from fossil-fuels to low-carbon electricity is essential and urgent. Electric cars use 4 over times more copper than 
gas vehicles and copper already has a huge supply-gap in 10 years, as do other critical metals. The mining industry 
that supplies the metals and minerals that transmit, and store electricity must be transformed - rapidly. Supply 
shortages raise prices, and expensive metals cannot displace cheap carbon. This risks stalling the Green Transition. 

MININGREEN2030 is a 2-stage transformation. First - reduce operating cost significantly to lower cut-off grades. 
Second - discover new deposits and start producing ore sooner by using new tailings disposal methods that allay 
public concerns and accelerate social license to operate. Higher tailings disposal cost is covered by earlier revenue.   

Scientists say a significant impact on CO2 levels in the atmosphere within 10 years is critical to ensure cumulative 
reductions can begin to arrest Climate Change. Net-zero Carbon Targets promise to decrease the rate at which CO2 
is added to the atmosphere in the long term. Relying on this approach alone has implications for power generation 
and storage, transportation, and construction that are all-but impossible to achieve and anyway, too slow to meet 
the urgency of the time. We must also accelerate the removal of CO2 in the atmosphere and this best achieved by 
growing many more trees and plants, especially in fast-growing tropical climates, ideal for farming and forestry.   

Progressive Tailings Disposal.  Conventional mine tailings disposal methods store all tailings in one facility using 
either subaqueous deposition and dry-stacking techniques that leave the risk of a tailings dam failure, the gradual 
contamination of nearby rivers and waterways, or the dispersal of contaminated solids as fugitive dust. These 
methods are not sustainable and are becoming socially unacceptable, reflected in the growing delay in obtaining 
social license to operate. This delay reduces the ability of mining companies to meet the needs of the Green 
Transition and mine tailings impacts can prevent land and water resources from helping to arrest Climate Change.  

In base-metal tailings, the solids and liquids that can be hazardous to the environment and human health are only 
about 20% of the total volume of the waste stream; 80% percent of the waste stream is benign. Mines currently 
distribute the hazardous material throughout the entire mass of the waste stream and create a huge problem. The 
entire mine-life waste stream is often stored in one facility and once mine operations cease, large areas of land are 
left unusable for any other purpose. They also require on-going maintenance to ensure they remain stable and 
secure. Reconfiguring the mine waste stream with recently improved processing techniques creates new options. 

Progressive Tailings Disposal can be achieved by separating the hazardous material from the benign, sequestering 
them in smaller facilities treating them to remove any remaining contaminants from the 80%, and reprocessing the 
20% to recover residual minerals and re-usable chemicals, and make the remainder inert. This small volume can be 
continuously re-processed so that the storage facility need never contain more than 5 years of production volume. 
Completing the decontamination of the 80% volume will use a suite of techniques that include engineered bio-
rectors operating for several years before the resolution of all contaminants is complete. They can be designed as a 
series of cells each remediating 5 years of mine production so that the full and final remediation of the site can be 
completed progressively, releasing the clean silt-clay mafic minerals for use by agriculture and forestry.   

  

The mining industry of the past has left large areas of the planet so contaminated they cannot be used for forestry 
or agriculture. The mining industry of the future will manage mine tailings to ensure no hazardous material is left 
exposed to the environment and leave benign waste material behind for forestry, agriculture or natural vegetation 
increase the rate of absorption of CO2 from the atmosphere and accelerate the impact of Net-zero Carbon Targets.  

Safer, more productive, profitable, and sustainable mining operations accelerate the arrest of Climate Change.   
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